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A list of the nonstatic one-boson-exchange potentials between two nucleons is given. 

The potentials are obtained exactly in the momentum space. In the coordinate space they 

are given up to the order M-2 in the M-1 expansion. (M is the nucleon mass.) 

§ l. lull;roduct:ion 

The existence of resonance or bound states with isospin and angular mo

mentum zero or one has recently been anticipated from both experiments1
l and 

theoretical speculations. 2
l It also results from the Sakata model,3

l especially from 

the hypothesis of the full symmetry between jJ, n and A.4
l,fll If such a resonance 

is really present, it will more or less affect the two-nucleon force. Actually 
several authors6

l-
9
l have discussed on this problem. At present, of cource, no 

definite conclusion has been drawn because of our poor knowledge about the 

nature of such states. It may still be hoped, however, that the two-nucleon 

phenomena could give useful information about the above-mentioned states. 

The aim of this note is to calculate extensively the nonstatic two-nucleon 

potentials due to the exchange of a boson, assuming that the resonance or bound 

state with definite spin and parity can be approximated by an actual particle 

with the same spin and parity. These potentials are expected to serve as a 

basis or guide in the more systematic analysis in the future investigations. 

In this note we would like to consider spin zero boson and spin one boson. 

The interaction Lagrangian density is 

{

rlsrfVJ¢, 

L' = fs {l;z· ,~ d, iY dl 
T I1•T for' 

f1 
for scalar boson, 

I ' = u ,,!-z. "- (rJ '"J + . j~ ,-;J-z· M ._ ,() iY .-r.. 
-' JPr fo,yJ 7 /511"7 ~""r' 

f1 

for pseudoscalar boson, 

(S) 

(V) 
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and 

where 

and 

Nonstatic One-Boson-Exchange Potentials 

L' =gv¢irP-cf;¢P- + ~f2- v;p()P-"cf;¢P-"' 
fJ. 
for vector boson, 

¢p,v=op,¢v-ov¢p,· 

681 

(PV) 

(PT) 

For iso-triplet boson, ¢ or ¢# is replaced by ri¢i or ·c-i¢p,i· Mixing of (S) and 
(V) for scalar field and mixing of (PV) and (PT) for pseudovector field are 
not allowed, assuming that the theory is invariant under charge conjugation or 
time reflection.10

l 

In the next section we give a list of the nonstatic one-boson-exchange po
tentials (OBEP) calculated from the above Lagrangian. These potentials are 
derived following the method adopted in reference 11). The two-boson-exchange 
potentials are left untouched throughout this paper, because they are expected 
to have little effects on the outside of the force range in which we are mainly 
interested. 

§ 3 is devoted to the following discussion. First, some features of the 
present potentials are mentioned. Secondly, remarks about the attempts to ex
plain the origin of L · S force by p meson are briefly given. Finally, we refer 
to a possible method of investigating the bosons which have been predicted by 
the full symmetry theory of the Sakata model. 

§ 2. Onc-hoson-cx:cbangc ·potentJ;ials 

i) The potential is defined in the momentum space as the interaction kernel 
in the integral equation for the two-nucleon system. Then we can decompose 
the potential, where two incoming nucleons with momenta p, - p are scattered 
into a state with p', - p', as 

(1) 

where 
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682 N. Hoshizaki, I Lin and S. Machida 

:and 

lf=p'-p, q= (p'+p)/2, S= (o-C1)+cr(2))/2. 

p. is the mass of a boson under consideration. The whole expression of Vi 
.corresponding to the one-boson-exchange process is given in the Appendix. 

One merit of working out the calculation in the momemtum space12
> may 

be to make the M-1 expansion of the potential unnecessary, M being the mass 
of a nucleon. This point would become more important when we consider 
heavy bosons Cv$M). In spite of this advantage, however, we are still going 
to expand the potential with respect to qj M and In/ M, in order to transform 
it into coordinate space. (pj 1\J-expansion need not be made here.) The va
lidity of this M-1 expansion has been discussed in reference 11). It has been 
.concluded that the q/ M-expansion is valid for q$4p7Cc, p, being the mass of a 
p10n. 

This criterion may also remain valid for other boson cases. Now we tabu
late OBEP up to the order of M- 2

: 

a) scalar boson 

(2a) 

(Zb)· 

(2c) 

A~ is well known the vector interaction of the scalar boson has no effects on 
the nuclear force. 

/1) pseudoscalar boson 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

(3d) 

with 

(3e) 
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Nonstatic One-Boson-Exchange Potentials 683 

y) vector boson 

Vo= g~
2 {1 

(I) 

+ ( 2 0 ( 1) + j·' r. 0 ( 1 ··) +J' 2 0 ( 1 ) flv . M 4 • v.lv M'J v Jiv'f 4 , 
(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

V3= fv
2 

::;2 (:2 + ~: Vkq+ gv
2 
0 ( ]~6 ) + f~gvO ( ~5 ) + fv2

0 ( 114)' 

with 

oa) pseudovector boson (PV-coupling) 

v -0 ( 
1 

) 
0- j\;14 ' 

(4d) 

(4e) 

.. (l£· q) 2} 
JIIJ2 (I} 

(4g) 

(5a) 

(5b) 

Y2= -!J} {~2 { 1- 4%]2-- ;:2 ----lft2 + ~~2;~2~ } + ~: Vkq + 0 (~~,1-), 
(5c) 
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684 N. Hoshizaki, I Lin and S. Machida 

(5e) 

(5£) 

with 

(5g) 

ab) pseudm;ector boson (PT-couj:>ling) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

with 

3 _c 2 /1.
2 

1 ( 1 ) 
Vkq =- 2 J A M2 (ll 0 ----_f\"1_1--- . (6e) 

If we consider iso-triplet bosons, all V/s giVen above should be replaced by 

(r 11
l · r(2J) In the case that the p meson interacts with nucleon after decaying 

into pions, g and f in the above equations will be replaced by g F1 (k
2

) and 

fF2 (P), Fa (/~ 2) being the nucleon form factors. 
It would be in order here to remark the following. As is known, the form 

of the nonstatic part of V 2 , V 3 , V 4 and V 5 is not unique. Because of the i
dentity 

(k·q){ 

• 41'(2))' (7) 

the V1cq-terrns on the right-hand side of the expressions for V2 , Y;3, V 1 and Vu 
can be summarized as 

(8) 

This term together with the retardation term, [/ 2 (k· q) 2/ M 2(v\ can be transformed 

into the fourth order potential by a suitable unitary transformation. The static 

part and L · § potential, on the other hand, are free from this ambiguity up to 

the second order approximation. 
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Nonstatic One-Boson-Exchange Potentials 685 

In this note we use, for the sake of simplicity, the representation in which 
the term (8) together with the retardation term, [1 2 (l£ · q) 2/ !v1 2w\ are transformed 
into the fourth order. \Ve therefore omit these terrns from Eqs. (2) ""'"'(6) in 
what follows. 

ii) List of the jJotentials in the coordinate rejJresentation 

The potentials in the coordinate space are given by the Fourier transforms 
of V (k, q), Eq. (1) : 

V(r, q) = _1· dk V(k, q) eik1
•• 

J (2n:)3 
(9) 

q In_, V £!, q) means a differential operator on the two-nucleon wave fuction, 
-i(V+V)/2. Then V(r, q) can be expressed as a sum of the static part, JL.S 
force and other nonstatic forces, each of which is given below. 
a) T'he static limit W(r) of V(r, q) is well known. Here we reproduce it 
for the sake of completeness : 

'I 2 
W= -p. · 8 ify(x), 

.4n: 
for scalar boson, 

for pseudoscalar boson, 

W=t'- fl_v__¢(x) +P f LJ (o-(1)·crr2)) ¢(x) -S12XCx) , 2 j'2{C) } 
4n 4n 3 

for vector boson, 

W = p-~;~ {- -~ (o-(1
l · u(

2
l) ¢ (x) + 812 X (x)}, 

for pseudovector boson (PV-coupling), 

and 

for pseudovector boson (PT-coupling), 

where 

¢(x) = 
X 

with x= pr, fl. being the mass of a boson under consideration. 
(1) The L·S force, VLs(r)(L·S), is given by 

VLs= -p- ~:
2 

-2~2 (1 + ~) ~; ' 
for scalar boson, 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(lOc) 

(lOd) 

(lOe) 

(11) 

(12a) 
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686 N. 1-Ioshizaki, I Lin and S. Machida 

for vector boson, 

and 

VLs= -p ~:
2 

-~i~2 (1 + ;) -~:--, 
for pseudovector boson. 

r) Other types of the nonstatic potentials. 

(12b) 

(12c) 

r-1) The quadratic spin-orbit force, VLL(r) (G" 0 )L) (a-(2)L) * IS expressed as 

p.2 (1 + _3 + }~) e-.1; ' 

.1VJ2 x x~ x 3 
(13) 

for vector boson. 

(14a) 

for vector boson, 

(14b) 

for pseudovector boson. 

f3) Corrections to the static central and tensor forces : 

q 2 

W'- u · 8 
- dJ (x) 

- I . 4:;-r l'vf2 1 
' 

(15a) 

for scalar boson, 

vV'=te -}; (1~"+-2~1 gpr (--:/:Z2 --M 2 ) { ~ ca-<lJ.a-<
2>) ¢Cx) +5\2zCx)}, 

(15b) 

for pseudoscalar boson, 

- .r~r!_v__ + -v ~ _ _e_____ ¢ ( x) f f ') 2 
} 

4rr 11/f 4rr 4A1 2 

* (u(l) 0 L) (aC2) 0 L) :::::=:: (a(l) 0 L) (a<2) 0 JL) -1/4 (x 0 p -li ·x) (o·O). u(2)) +1/4 { (aCl). p) (aC2) ·x)- (a OJ 0 v) 
X (a<2l ox) }.11l 
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Nonstatic One-Boson-Exchange Potentials 687 

- fl-{;~ -1t2- (o-(1). 0"(
2
)) (1 + --;) --~;-' (15c) 

for vector boson, 

(15d) 

for pseudovector boson (PV-coupling), 

and 

(15e) 

for pseudo vector boson (PT-coupling). 

The r'i-function terms are neglected in the above expressions. 

These formulas will be valid only in the outside of the core regwn. Near 

the core region the M-1-expansion cannot be allowed, because in this region 

the contribution from high momentum part, k~Mc, is not small. Moreover, 1n 

this region, the higher order effects should be taken into account. 

§ 3. Discussions 

i) Characteristics of the nonstatic OBEP 

As shown in Eqs. (12a),....., (12c) the L · S potential is obtained as an attractive 

force (multiplied by ( r<1
> • r<2>) in the case of iso-triplet bosons) with the magnitude 

of order (p/ l'vf) 2 in the case of scalar, vector and pseudovector boso?s. The 

fvgv-term in the case of vector boson is only exceptional and has the magnitude 

of order pj M. No L · S force is obtained from pseudoscalar boson or pseudo

vector boson with pseudotensor-coupling in the f 2-approximation. 
As to the other nonstatic forces we only mention that their magnitude 1s, 

in general, of the same order as that of the L · S force. 

ii) Some remarks about the atternpts to explain the orig£n of L · S force by 

p meson 

High-energy p-p scattering seems to indicate that the large L · S type po

tentials are probably present. Breitoa) proposes to regard this L · S force and 

the repulsive core as originating in the interaction through vector meson with 

mass~9p,.'"'-' 12/-'-,.. The coupling constant, gv2
/ 4n, is estimated to be 300,......, 1700, 

which seems to be unreasonably large. Furthermore, Sakurai7
> claims that this 

presence of a large L · S force can be completely accounted for if there exists 

a strongly interacting neutral vector meson (or a sharp resonance in the I= 0, J = 1 

state of the three-pion system) of mass ~3p7t,..._,4p,., with the vector coupling to the 

nucleon of the order gv2
/ 4n~4,......,7. However, his L · § force, if it be present, 

necessarily accompanies a very strong repulsive central force (about (M/p) 2-times 
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N. Hoshizaki, I Lin and S. Machida 

larger than VLs) as is easily seen from Eqs. (10 c) and (12 b). The tail of this 

repulsive force extends into one-pion-exchange region and appears therefore to 

be improbably large as it has been pointed out by Breit.8
J Furthermore, Breiel 

and Ohnuma8
) criticize Sakurai's conjecture from othe:r point of view. 

Gupta6l considers the iL · § force arising from the neutral scalar meson with 

p~2Pn: which is coupled strongly to the nucleon, :; 8
2
/ 4rr~14. In this case, too, 

the strong (attractive) central force necessarily appears in the one-pion-exchange 

region, and it may be inconsistent with the available low energy data. 

Fujii0
J calculates the potential arising from the two-pion P-wave resonance 

(I= 1, J = 1) at an energy of about 4.3 l'-7(· This resonance corresponds to a 

vector meson with 1=1 Co-meson). The coupling constants, f!v and fv in Eqs. 

( 4a) r-../ ( 4g), can be replaced by (P) and hF2 (k
2
), where (P) are the nu

cleon electromagnetic form factors and h is the p meson-pion coupling constant, 

h 2
/ 477:~5. Then it is estimated at /:: 2 =0 that rfv2

/ 4rr,-....,0.4, fv2
/ 4rr"'-'5.5. In his 

potential, the fv!!v-term in Eq. (12b) gives a main contribution. The nature 

of the spacial extension of his potential is influenced by Fa (P). 

iii) A j>m;sible method of investigating the bosons predicted by the fidl synz

metry theory of the Sakata nzodel 

In the Sakata model, p, n and A are assumed to be fundamental particles. 

Furthermore, the full symmetry between these particles has been assumed by 

Ogawa.4
l Then iso-singlet n0

1
- (and rro'1-) meson* is pred1cted to exist. This 

boson would contribute to the nuclear force in the outside of the core region. 

Several resonance states** with 1=0, 1, which are obtained in the system of 

two baryons and two antibaryons, would also contribute to the nuclear force. 

In order to investigate whether these bosons really exist or not, the following 

approach*** may be possible : 
a) The one- and two-pion-exchange potentials with the contribution from pion

pion force neglected, (OPEP+ TPEP), are subtracted from the phenomenological 

potential, Vphcn, which can reproduce all the available experimental data. We 

then investigate whether or not the remaining part may be identified with the 

potentials due to the exchange of bosons mentioned above, 

Vphcn- (OPEP+TPEP) l'(OBEP), (16) 

or m.ore simply 
p) Vphen- (OPEP) =l'(OBEP), 
according to whether 1' (OBEP) $ TPEP or 1: (OBEP) ? TPEP in the region 

under consideration. Finally, we mention that this approach should be applied 

to the phenomena on which the potential in the core region has little effect. 

* The mass formula of elementary particles by Matumoto5l and by Sawada and Yonezawa5> 
gives the mass of re 0

1 (re 0
11 ) to be 615 Mev (377 Mev). 

** The mass formula5> predicts the energy of these levels to be 753 Mev and 849 Mev for 
1=1 state, 1135 Mev for 1=0 state. 

*** The detailed analysis is made in reference 13). 
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The authors wish to acknowledge helpful discussions with Prof. W. Watari. 

Appendix 

Exact expression for the nonstatic one-boson-exchange potentials in the mo
mentum representation 

In this Appendix we give an exact expression of V/s in Eq. (1). 

(a) scalar boson 

(A·1) 

(A·2) 

(A·3) 

1 P stands for principal 

value. 

(~) pseudoscalar boson 

with 

v, = - (t;.+ llf g p n E~:f M +-E-;"!M r (l<;_,±i1-7.~-:±-1VfL Lf 

Vkq= { (
2
'-h-gp)

2 

M(Ev,+Ev+2M) --2~gpfp(p'2 +p2) 

(A·4) 

(A·5) 

(A·6) 

(A·7) 

- fp2 (Ep7 + Ev 2 + M (Ev, + E ) ) } - - ---- - ___ p-
2

1\II_ - --- -- - ---- ---- Li 
v Ev,EvCEv,+M) (Ep+M) CEv,+Ev) ' 

(A·S) 

(A·9) 
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690 N. Hoshizaki, I Lin and S. Machida 

(r) vector boson 

v,=[Yv'{ (1+-<Ev,+t~fiv+M))' + (E"~~M + E~~-1\,T)"} 
+4 f~:v_ {- (E,,+Ev-2M) +M(E-:;'fM+ E~!-M-)' 

+-c!fi~;!~>~flp~'J;)22 +-(E;:!Mfci;:M)-} 
+ ~;-'-{( <PJi;~~-!P- <'Ji-;~i!) -)'+ (E~~fl,~~::rn' 
- (EP,- EP) 2 c ~~ - -p -) 2} J X j_}!,P'_t___l\f._)__(l}_P_-j--__!!1) __ L1' 

Ev,+M Ev+M 4Ev,Ev 

(A·lO) 

v, = [Yv' ( 3+<Ev,+ tJ;·rE,+ M)-) +4 fj!v ( zM +<~k~~)z(i,~~~f)) 
-- ~;2 { (p'-p) 2 ( 1 + (~pci;:_ +J)~i~~i:/)~P __ ) 
- (Ev,-Ev)' (z+_(-%t:~~lrTt£~~t~v)_)} hlE, X, (A-ll) 

V2 = [ g vz 4-(~~v-~fJY t~~~?i£) 2- + L~~ v 

X}!!_ (EP.! t_~E+ 2_~)-2
- _(1};'12'-= Ep_L_(!}v' +_Ev :+-2M_) /2__ 

(Ep,+M) 2(Ep+M) 2 

+ ~f, { ( 1+ (Ev' + t;;. {i; + M) -)' + 4 <Ev' -?',;,'J')' ci~ ~ Ao' } J 

V3=[gvz·4-CEv'~~) ft};~M)- f~v ~~Jf~~:t2) ~~;-!~~

+~;' { (p'-p)' (l--1-(1.:--,;,}~) Pck:+l\4) ) 
- CEv,-Ev)24c1~;J)~~:-ivr~)} JE:~~E~-LI+-~ Vkq, 

V4= -[g/+ 4fvgv_ (Ep,+Ev+2M) +--f~~- (Ev,+Ev+ 2M) 2J 
f1 f1 

f14d 
X---------~--------~-----------+ V kq, 

4Ev, Ev (Ev' + Jlrf) (Ep + M) 

(A·12) 

(A·13) 

(A·14) 
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V,= -[gv' (E;~;~M- E,~-M Y+ fvgvj~ { (E.,~M- E,~M )' 

+ (E.:-_f_!~ft-ci:)~M) l +f,j' { (p'-P)' (I+ (J;;.; +iJ5 fE;-+-M) )' 

- (Epi-Ep)2 ( p' + p -)2}] __ (If,pi+M)JEP_±l!f)_ X 
Ep,+M Ep+M 4Ep,Ep 

(A ·15) 

Vkq=[-gv2(Epr+Ep 2M) +2.f_yJj_y_ (p'2 +p2
) _[/ __ 

f1 p.2 

X {z(E.,+M) (E.+M) (E.,+Ev) (1+-(E~:-+~'jTE.+MY) 

- (E..- Ep), (E.,+ E.+ ZM) l LE~;E~(E~. +-MriL+ M) (E •• + E~) . 
(A·l6) 

(a a) pseudovector boson (PV-coupling) 

with 

_ 2 (p' Xp) 2 
, Vo -g A ~--------------------- ---------------------------------- J' 

4Ep,Ep(Epr+M) (Ep+M) 
(A·l7) 

- 2 { p' . p } p.2 . Vl-gA 1-----------------:,------- 0 -------- J, 
(Ep,+M) (Ep+M) bEp,Ep 

(A·l8) 

v2 = - g A 2 {-P~~C:,-rhf(f~?f);/)- -I 

+ __ (p:_j-- p )'!_t_ _ _C§_E' -(i P) 2 (_!- ~_!!! (E P' + JiP + 2_~)l_t~.2__} - l-t_2 -- J + _9.~- V kq 
. 4(Ep~+M) (Ep+M) 4Ep,Ep p.2 

' 

Vs =-g} {I+- - (Ep, + Ep +2M) 2- -- + _________ (p~=_p_!_~----------
4(Ep,+A1) (Ep+M) (Epr+M) (Ep+M) 

- _ _!)!!_(!f-p_,_±Jir:±_!!!)_\F;_p'--I£?)_2 __ }- _t-t_2 ___ J+ Ji2 vk 
p.2 (Ep,+M) (Ep+M) Ev,EP p.2 .q, 

(A·l9) 

(A·20) 

(A·21) 

V5= -g} { 1-___ _.__ ____ p_'_:p__ ____________ } 2 _(!};p' +_!Y!JJ_Ij;_r.±l!i) ___ J- (k><.4q)2 vkq, 
(EvrtM) (Ev+M) 4Ep,Ep p. 

(A·22) 

Vkq =- g A 2 P.2[~ __ {J}_J?lt-_ij_P_~_±_IY!_f!};_p'___-t_§y)}_l)!__=_(!~P_' +__!};_P±M2_f:!_~l J. (A. 23) 
2EP,EP(Evr+M) (Ev+M) (Ev,+EP) 
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692 N. Hoshizaki, I Lin and S. Machida 

(ab) pseudovector boson (PT-coupling) 

V2=f} { } (Ep,+Ep) (Ep,+Ep+2M)- (Ep,-Ep) 2
} 

X (Ep,fEp)_(f!.p'+§p+2M). l1+-!l~- Vkq, 
8Ep,Ep(Ep,+M) (Ep+M) p 2 

(A·24) 

V3=-fi[ (p~(::,~~)~::~-~~)2 

- (Ep,-Ep)
2 

X {l-(~'<i!~-MCf'<~:fbiX<I_l ]-Ev~Ep J+ 7~~ v,,, (A·25) 

V4 =-f} ___ /1
2 

(Ep,±ll._P.+ 2M)_
2

- - 11 + Vkq, 
4Ep,Ep(Epr+M) (Ep+M) 

(A·26) 

V5=_fA22 { (p'- p)2 (· p' + p )2- (Ep,-Ep)2 
p. Epr+M Ep+M 

X ( 1+ cE:~~ JJ"f{E p-::r-M)-n _(E_,_+ ZL<: :_j-1\fl_ J :__ 
0 ' >'])2 

v,q' 
(A· 27) 

with 

(A· 28) 
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